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   Abstract: - This paper present digital watermarking techniques for image signal based on transformation.  Different 

transformed based watermarking techniques are available such as Discrete Fourier transform, discrete sine transform, 

discrete cosine transform and discrete wavelet transform. Here, we are using a new type of digital watermarking based on 

DCT-II transform.   Transform domain techniques are a frequency domain watermarking of image signal. Transform 

based techniques is operates in the frequency domain embedding a watermark image in a selected set of DCT-II 

coefficients. Watermark casting is performed by exploiting the masking characteristics of the Human Visual System, to 

ensure watermark invisibility. Watermarking is the direct embedding of additional information into the original content 

or host signal. Ideally, there should be no perceptible difference between the watermarked and original signal and the 

watermark should be difficult to remove or alter without damaging the host signal. A straightforward way to provide an 

imperceptible watermark is to embed the watermark signal into the perceptually insignificant portion of the host data. 

This makes the watermark vulnerable to attack because it is fairly easy to remove or alter the watermark without affecting 

the host signal. Results show the performance of DCT-II based watermarking of gray scale image and color image in the 

presence of Dithering Distortion, noise attack: Salt and pepper noise, additive white Gaussian noise, Average filtering 

and median filtering. Simulation results reveal that the DCT-II watermarking outperforms over existing watermarking 

techniques.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent times, internet is being increasingly used as the platform for distribution of digital multimedia content. 

The inherent flexibility of Internet facilitates users to transact with one another to create, distribute, store, 

peruse, subscribe, enhance, modify and trade digital content in various forms like text documents, databases, e-

books, still images, audio, video, computer software and games. Digital watermarking has been proposed as a 

viable solution to the need of copyright protection and authentication of multimedia data in a networked 

environment, since it makes possible to identify the author, owner, distributor or authorized consumer of a 

document. Watermarking is used in many applications where security and robustness is the main requirement 

these application includes Fingerprinting, Authentication, Copy and Playback Control, and signalling [1]-[3]. 

 

The use of an open medium like Internet gives rise to concerns about protection and enforcement of intellectual 

property rights of the digital content involved in the transaction. In addition, unauthorized replication and 

manipulation of digital content is relatively trivial and can be done using inexpensive tools, unlike the traditional 

analog multimedia content. Digital watermarking is the imperceptible insertion of copyright information into 

multimedia data [4], where the information remains detectable as long the quality of the content itself is not 

rendered useless. It is commonly assumed that digital watermarking is the only one of several measures that has 

to be combined to build a good copy protection mechanism [4].  

 

Although there are a variety of digital watermarking methods but the performance of any digital watermarking 

must be evaluated on merits such as: transparency, robustness, capacity, security, and rapid detection. In a good 

watermarking algorithm [3]-[7], the watermark that has been inserted into the host signal should be invisible by 

the human eye. Usually each watermarked signal may be subjected to intentional or unintentional attacks where 

the signal is chased and an attempt is made to alter or remove the watermark from the watermarked signal. 

Filtering, adding noise, and geometric distortions are among these attacks. All video watermarking methods are 

categorized into two domains: uncompressed domain [8]-[12] and compressed domain [13], [14]; in which the 

uncompressed domain can in turn be divided into spatial domain [12] and transform domain [8]-[11]. 
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This paper present digital watermarking techniques for image signal based on transformation.  Different 

transformed based watermarking techniques are available such as Discrete Fourier transform, discrete sine 

transform, discrete cosine transform and discrete wavelet transform. Here, we are using a new type of digital 

watermarking based on DCT-II transform.   Transform domain techniques are a frequency domain 

watermarking of image signal. Transform based techniques is operates in the frequency domain embedding a 

watermark image in a selected set of DCT-II coefficients. Watermarking is the direct embedding of additional 

information into the original content or host signal. This makes the watermark vulnerable to attack because it is 

fairly easy to remove or alter the watermark without affecting the host signal. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, basic steps of digital watermarking is explained with 

visible and invisible watermarking. Section III presents the DCT-II based watermarking. Different steps used 

with digital watermarking are presented. Section IV, simulation results will be explained with the help of 

graphical representation in the presence of Dithering Distortion, noise attack: Salt and pepper noise, additive 

white Gaussian noise, Average filtering and median filtering. Section V, conclusions will be made. 

 

II. DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

Digital watermarking is the process of embedding information into a digital signal. In visible watermarking, the 

information is visible in the picture or video. Typically, the information is text or a logo which identifies the 

owner of the media [7].  In invisible watermarking, information is added as digital data to audio, picture or 

video, but it cannot be perceived as such. An important application of invisible watermarking is to copyright 

protection systems, which are intended to prevent or deter unauthorized copying of digital media [5].  

 

Fig. 1 digital watermarking System 

All digital watermarking schemes could possibly partake in the same generic principal of the watermarking 

implementation which are the two watermarking systems and known as embedding and extracting systems. The 

scheme’s input is the watermark itself and it can be such an image or a secret key. The digital watermark can be 

formed in many different forms such as a text, a number or even an image. The real use of the key the scheme 

has is to compel the security which then can prevent those unauthorized parties from manipulating either from 

recovering the watermark. The watermark scheme will have an output which is the watermarked data. Fig. 1 

shows the generic scheme for digital watermarking technique. 

 

III. DCT-II BASED WATERMARKING 

In this section, we are presenting the watermarking algorithm based on DCT-II with both colour and B/W 

image. 

A. DCT-II TRANSFORM BASED EMBEDDING SYSTEM 

Let’s X is referred to the original image (cover image), and its size N1 X N2. Moreover, let us suppose Y as a 

notation for the watermark image and its size noted as M1 X M2. The size of the watermark image that we 
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donated as Y is supposed to be smaller than the size of the cover image X. Fig. 2 shows the essential procedure 

that could insert the desired watermark into the DCT transform of the cover image. As well that the watermark 

can be extracted once again due to the procedure of executing the DCT transform on the watermarked image.  

 

Step 1: Both the cover image X and the watermark Y must be divided into block. 

Step 2: For the purpose of enhancing the perceptual invisibility, we need to take within consideration the 

understanding of the original image characteristics. Thus, those divided blocks from the watermark which 

contain such more details or more complex contents should be in fact embedded into those blocks of the original 

image which also consist of more information.  

Step 3: After breaking the original image X into blocks, the DCT transform[15] is then applied and performed 

for each block of the image X so that each single block can be DCT transformed independently[16]. 

Step 4: Since we have got the image X and the watermark Y converted into the frequency domain as in the new 

resultant image A, all we need to do next is extracting out the middle-frequency coefficients ( FM) from the 

computed image A. In fact, there is a significant cause for the reason of choosing the middle-frequency 

coefficients of A and it is due to two significant folded as follow: 

1. The first basis is that the human eye indeed is more sensitive to whatever noise existing within the 

frequency components of the low region ( FL), so it’s more sensitive to the noise in those lower 
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frequency components than to the components of the higher frequencies. Therefore, we should not 

replace the watermark into those components where the low frequency region is placed. 

2. The second basis however is the fact that since the components of the higher frequencies are being 

affected by means of the quantization operation for the JPEG lossy compression, replacing the 

watermark into this frequency band of the high region ( FH) may discard the watermark while 

performing the lossy compression.   

Step 5: for any DCT transformed image that has been divided into the size of 8x8 block out of 64 coefficients 

there will be only two-middle coefficients chosen. 

Step 6: Afterwards, we will attain the reduced image as well as obtaining the modified digital watermark which 

both have the size M1 x M2. 

Step 7: The final procedure can be performed by mapping the middle-frequency coefficients we achieved into 

the resulted image in the frequency domain A which leads us to come by the À. The associated result we have 

got À would then require the inverse function of the DCT for the purpose of accomplishing the watermarked 

image X`.  

B. DCT TRANSFORM BASED EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

The proper technique for extracting back the invisible watermark from the watermarked image and analyzing 

this scheme by such following up stages 

Step 1: The extracting system requires all of the original image X as well as the resultant watermarked image X` 

and either the digital watermark.  

Step 2: The discrete cosine transform function should be applied to both of the watermarked image and the 

reference image through the decoding process, so that the images can be DCT transformed after being computed 

and converted into the frequency domain in consequence of the functionality of the DCT [16]. 

Step 3: Now since we have already applied the DCT for the purpose of decoding the reference image as well as 

the watermarked image in virtue of the property thereafter is to generate the reduced image which will help us to 

get rid of the low frequency and high frequency DCT components as long as that reduced image contains only 

of the middle frequency coefficients.  

Step 4: That generated image (reduced image) which is composed of the middle-band frequencies (FM) will 

then give us the chance for cultivating the polarity pattern. So then we are almost in the last stage to retrieve 

back the embedded watermark signature. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, simulation results are presented for watermarking of gray scale image and color image in the 

presence of Dithering Distortion, noise attack: Salt and pepper noise, additive white Gaussian noise, Average 

filtering and median filtering. 

 

A. WATERMARKING WITH DITHERING DISTORTION 

Fig. 3 shows the Dithered distorted image. Fig. 4 shows the Watermark Detector response to dithered image. 
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Fig. 3 Dithered image 

 
 

Fig. 4 Watermark Detector response to dithered image 

 

B. WATERMARKING WITH NOISE ATTACK: SALT AND PEPPER NOISE 

Fig. 5 shows the Salt and pepper noise distorted image. Fig. 6 shows the Watermark Detector response to Salt 

and pepper noise distorted image. 

 
Fig. 5 Salt and pepper noise distorted image 
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Fig. 6 Watermark Detector response to Salt and pepper noise distorted image 

 

C. WATERMARKING WITH NOISE ATTACK: ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE 

Fig. 7 shows the additive white Gaussian noise distorted image. Fig. 8 shows the Watermark Detector response 

to additive white Gaussian noise distorted image. 

 

 

Fig. 7 additive white Gaussian noise distorted image 
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Fig. 8 Watermark Detector response to additive white Gaussian noise distorted image 

 

D. WATERMARKING WITH LINEAR FILTERING ATTACK: AVERAGE FILTERING 

Fig. 10 shows the Average filtering attacked image. Fig. 11 shows the Watermark Detector response to Average 

filtering attacked image. 

 
Fig. 11 Average filtering attacked image 
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Fig. 12 Watermark Detector response to Average filtering attacked image 

A.  

E. WATERMARKING WITH LINEAR FILTERING ATTACK: MEDIAN FILTERING 

Fig. 13 shows the median filtering attacked image. Fig. 14 shows the Watermark Detector response to median 

filtering attacked image. 

 
Fig. 13 median filtering attacked image 
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Fig. 14 Watermark Detector response to median filtering attacked image 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we present digital watermarking techniques for image signal based on transformation.  Different 

transformed based watermarking techniques are available such as Discrete Fourier transform, discrete sine 

transform, discrete cosine transform and discrete wavelet transform. Here, we are using a new type of digital 

watermarking based on DCT-II transform.   Transform domain techniques are a frequency domain 

watermarking of image signal. Transform based techniques is operates in the frequency domain embedding a 

watermark image in a selected set of DCT-II coefficients. Watermark casting is performed by exploiting the 

masking characteristics of the Human Visual System, to ensure watermark invisibility. Watermarking is the 

direct embedding of additional information into the original content or host signal. Ideally, there should be no 

perceptible difference between the watermarked and original signal and the watermark should be difficult to 

remove or alter without damaging the host signal. A straightforward way to provide an imperceptible watermark 

is to embed the watermark signal into the perceptually insignificant portion of the host data. This makes the 

watermark vulnerable to attack because it is fairly easy to remove or alter the watermark without affecting the 

host signal. Results show the performance of DCT-II based watermarking of gray scale image and color image 

in the presence of Dithering Distortion, noise attack: Salt and pepper noise, additive white Gaussian noise, 

Average filtering and median filtering. 
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